CULVERT AS-BUILT ROADWAY PROFILE VIEW EXAMPLE

PIPE HYDRAULIC DATA
- DRAWN DATA SHEET -

- DRAINAGE AREA - 125 AC
- DESIGN FREQUENCY - 20 YR
- DESIGN DISCHARGE - 500 CPS
- DESIGN MAX ELEVATION - 786'70 FT
- 100 YEAR DISCHARGE - 1400 CPS
- 100 YEAR MAX ELEVATION - 796'00 FT
- OVERTOPPING FREQUENCY - 100 YR
- OVERTOPPING DISCHARGE - 300 CPS
- OVERTOPPING ELEVATION - 784'70 FT

IN = 784.44 OUT = 784.88

VERIFY ROADWAY GRADE BUILT PER PLANS

ADD SEAL AND NOTE IF HERBY CERTIFY THESE PLANS ARE THE AS-BUILT PLANS

FOR -- SEE PLAN SHEET 1

FOR -- SEE PLAN SHEET 2

--- FOR DRAWN DATA SHEET ---